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Abstract 
Wisbauer, R., On modules with the Kuhkov property and pure semisimple modules and rings, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 315-320. 
For an R-module M let a[M] denote the category of submodules of M-generated modules. M has 
the Kulikov property if submodules of pure projective modules in o[M] are pure projective. The 
following is proved: Assume M is a locally noetherian module with the Kulikov property and 
there are only finitely many simple modules in o[M]. Then, for every n E b!, there are only finitely 
many indecomposable modules of length III in a[El]. 
With our techniques we provide simple proofs for some results on left pure semisimple rings 
obtained by Prest and Zimmermann-Huisgen and Zimmermann with different methods. 
For an R-module M the category of submodules of M-generated modules is 
denoted by o[M]. We say that A4 has the Kulikov property if submodules of pure 
projective modules in o[P&] are again pure projective. Making use of our knowledge 
of the functor ring we prove that for a locally noetherian module M with the 
Kulikov property and only finitely many simple modules in a[M] the following is 
true: 
For every ;? E N there are only fi;tbitely many indecomposable modtiles of length 
cn in a[M]. 
Examples for this situation arc! the Z-modules ZPm for prime numbers p E N 
(Prufer groups). The theorem also applies to pure semisimple modules iU (every 
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module in o[M] is pure projective) of finite length and yields a corresponding result 
for left pure semisimple rings proved in [ 141 and [9]. 
Finally we get new proofs for various characterizations of right pure semisimple 
rings. From these we deduce another result of [9] and [ 141: 
For a right pure semisimple ring R 
posable left R-modules of length s n 
the number of finitet’y presented indecom- 
is finite for every n E IN 
We want to give an entirely module theoretic proof of our results. To assure this, 
results from the literature are cited not only where they occured first, but also where 
module theoretic proofs are given. No use is mat e of the ‘tool kit’ of [14] which 
includes Auslander-Bridger duality and matrix subgroups, nor is model theory 
referred to as in [9]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this note R will be sn associative ring with identity and R-Mod stands 
for the category of unitary left R-modules. Morphisms of left modules are written 
on the right-hand side. For an R-module M we denote by a[M] the full subcategory 
of R-Mod whose objects are submodules of M-generated modules (see [ 11,131). 
Consider an R-module V= &, K with finitely generated modules V, and MZ 
R-Mod. We use the notation (e.g. [4,1 l]) 
fiom(IQ’V) = (f~Hom(V,N) 1 (V,)f =O for almost all LEA}, 
and End(Vl = Rom(F V). The ring End(V) has no identity but enough idem- 
potents. We apply the theory of modules over such rings as presented in [6] or [13, 
§491 l 
Every direct summand Wof Vis of the form W= Ve with an idcmpotent e E End(V) 
and End(W)=eEnd(V)e. If IV=@,,,, VA for a subset /~~cII, then End(W)= 
eEnd( V)e. 
Taking V as right module over End(Y) and End(V) the following statements are 
easily established: 
Proposition 1.1. With the notations above we have: 
(1) The End(V)-submodules of V are exactly the End( V)-submodules of V. 
(2) If V is a noetherian End(V)-module, then every direct summand W of V is 
a noetherian End ( W )-module. 
(3) If End(V) is Iocally noetherian on the ieft (right) and W= a,,, V,, A1 C/l, 
then End(W) is also locally noetherian on the left (right). 0 
The proof of the first part of Theorem 9 in [14] yields the next result. For the 
sake of completeness we repeat the short argument: 
Lemma 1.2. With the notations above assume 4 to be infinite and consider non- 
zero elements V~ E 1-i. Suppose that V is a noetherian End( V J-module. Then 
there exist infinite/y ntany distinct indices AU, A I, . . . in A and homor:zorphisr:,s 
fk:q , --) VAA such that for all n E N, 
Proof. For S = End( P ) consider the S-submodule of V generated by (vJ, . Since 
K is noetherian this is a finitely generated module, i.e. for suitable indices we have 
VI,,S + l go + v$ = c,, VJ. 
Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that v,$Jom(I$.,,, r’;..> #G? fez G!! 
A in an infinite subset Ai C/l \ (do}. We choose a family {f,!“) with (Vjh,,)fi”+O 
for all k/i!. 
4s observed above, W= a,, , Vi is again noetherian over its endomorphism 
ring. Therefore we may repeat the above construction with the vi. replaced by 
(vA,,)jj”’ to find an index A, E A 1, an infinite subset .&C/l i \ (Al ) , and homomor- 
phisms fl% Honr(VA,.lA) for which (v~,~,)~~~~~~~%O for ali: A EA,. 
Continuing this process we get the desired sequcqce of homomorphisms. 2 
2. Modules with the Kulikov prdlperty 
For the Z-module M let (Ua}A be a representing set of the finitely presented 
modules in o[M] and U = aA U”. T= End(U) is called the functor rrng of (the 
finitely presented modules in) o[M]. 
The study of categories with the Kulikov property was initiated by Brune. Let us 
recall the following results ([2,2.1;7,5.1], see also [12;13,53.3]): 
2.1. Assume M to be a locally noetherian R-module with functor ring T. Then: 
(1) TT is locally noetherian if and only if submodules of pure projective modules 
in o[M] are again pure projective (Kulikov property). 
(2) TT is perfect if and only if M is pure semisimple. 
Of special interest for our considerations are modules M with only finitely many 
non-isomorphic simple modules in o[M], e.g. modules over semilocal rings, 
modules of finite length or ZPm. For these we show the following: 
Theorem 2.2. Let M be a locally noetherian R-module and assume that there are 
only finitely many simple modules in a[M]. 
If M has the Kulikov property, then for every n E IEU there are only finitely many 
indecomposable modules of length s n in a[M]. 
Proof. Let T be the functor ring of o[M]. Choose { Q.},, to be a representing set 
of the indecomposable modules of length 5 n in a[M] and put V= @,, 6,. By 2.1, 
J is locally noetheriLn. Since V is a direct summ;;nd of U, the It ing cnd( I/> is also 
locally left noetherian by Proposition 1.1 l 
For etery A E/I, there is an idempotent ej. E End(V) with fiom(V, V;,‘ - ‘Lnd(V)q 
and e#nd( V)e;. =End( I$) is a 10~31 ring. Herce the factor of find<V) ~1 its radical 
is left semisimplc. Moreover, iy the Harada-Sai Lemma (e.g. 113,54. lE)J the radical 
of End(V) is nilpotent. Therefore End(V) is a (1eft and) right perfect ring and enjoys 
the descending chain condition for finitely generated left ideals (16, Theorem S], see 
also [ 13,49.9]). 
Combining the two properties we see that End(V) has 1ocaPly finite lengt 
ieft 
For the rest of the proof we apply ideas from [I]: Passage to the project& cover 
provides a bijection between the (isomorphism types of) simple mod&s 2nd the in- 
decomposable projective modules in End( 2’)Msd. With the ficnctcrr Rom(K -) we 
obtain a bijection between the isomorphism classes of indec, i:!pGsable summands 
of V and the projective covers of simple modules in &d( I/)-Mod. 
Let E l,. . . , Ek deDote the simple modules in cl[M]. Then for every indecom- 
posable summand X of V there is an epimorphism g : X-, Ei for some irk and 
0 # Aom( F g) : Aom( V, X) --, Aom(K IQ. Hence the simple factor of Aom( c/, X) is 
a composition factor of Aom(KE,). 
Since the Ei occur among the VA, the left &d(V)-modules km( K E,) are of the 
form Gnd( V)ei for a suitabie idempotent ei. Thus the fact thczt End{!/) has locally 
finite length on the left guarantees that these modules have finite length. Hence 
there are only finitely many simple modules in i&d(V)-Mod and only finitely many 
indecompossble direct summands of V. Cl 
An R-module M is cal!ed pure semisimple if every module in a[M] is pure projec- 
tive in o[M] (e.n. Eli’; 13, 53.41). If such a module has finite length, then there are 
only finitely many simple modules in a[M] (see [ 13,32.4]) and the conditions for 
the above theorem are satisfied. In particular, any left pure semisimple ring R is left 
artinian (e.g. [3, Theorem 4.41) and hence we get the first part of Corollary 10 in [!4]. 
Corollary 2.3. If R is Q left pure semisimple ring, then for every n E N there we only 
-finitely Marty indecomposable left R-modules of of length s n. II 
It was shown by Kulikov in [8] that subgroups of direct sums of finitely generated 
abelian groups are again direct sums of finitely generated groups, i e. Z has the 
Kulikov property. However, Z does not satisfy the conditions of the above theorem. 
It is easily seen from Kulikov’s result that also the Z-modules Zpm, for prime 
numbers p E hi, have the Ku\ikov property. Since there is only one simple module 
in a@,-] (= the category of abeiian p-groups, 113, lS.lO]) our t:leorem applies. 
Evidently, Z,,= is not a pure semisimple L-module. Hence by 2.1, the functor ring 
of a[.?$,-] is left noetherian but not left perfect. 
3. 5ght pure semisimple rings 
Leo i Ua )._I be a represer:Fiug set for all finitely presented left R-modules and 
Q. Then 7 - l?nd(tb) is c;tlkd the 
&ules QW) R. h is wel? known that 
_ficrrclor r-~tg of (the 
is finitely gtilerated a 
T-module. 
Thewem 3.1. For the ring R 
equivfzler~t: 
(A) R is right pure semisimple; 
(b) T is lordly right noetherian; 
(c) W,- is noetherian ( = U is noetherian over* End(U)); 
(d) e\*ery pure projective left R-moduie P is noe!herian over End(P); 
(e) every direct sum V of finitely p-esented left R-modules is noetherian over 
End(V) (or End(V)); 
(f) HomR(K, P) is nsetherian over End(P) for all j%,itei_v generated K srzd a/l 
pure projective P in R-Mod. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b) and (c) ;an be seen from [S. i-‘roposition 10.71. 
For a module theoretic version see [ 11, Katz 2.41 or [ I 3, 53.71. 
(c) * (e) Since every direct sum of copies of U is also a direct sum of a represent- 
ing set of the finitely presented left R-modules we may assume that Vis a direct sum- 
mand of U. Then the assertion follows from Proposition 1.:. 
(e) = (d) The pure projective modules are direct summands of direct sums of 
finitely presented modules. Iience the statement again is derived from Proposition 
1.1. 
(d) w (f) is easily seers and (d) * (c) is trivial. 0 
Remarks. (1) The characterization (d) in the above theorem corresponds to one 
obtained in Theorem 6(I) in connection with Observation 8 in [ 141. 
(2) Using [I 1, Katz 3.11 we obtain with the above proof that a ring R is of finite 
representation Fype if and only if all (pure projective) left (right) R-modules have 
finite length over their endomorphism rings (compare Thkorkme 10.10 in [5], 
Theorem 6(11) in [14] and Theorem 1.5 m IS]). 
(3) IF was suggested by Simson to include the characterization (f) in the theorem 
which extends assertions in Proposition 2.4 of [lo]. 
We final11 use our result to draw the following conclusion which k also proved 
in Corollary 10 of [ 141 and Theorem 3 6 of [9;: 
Corolky 3.2. If K is a right pure semisimple ring, then for every n E N there are 
only finitely many indecomposable finitely presented /eft R-modules of length I n. 
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roof. Let { V(y},4 be a minimal representing set of the indecomposable finitely 
presented left R-modules of length in. We know from Theore 3.1 that aA V, 
is noetherian over its endomorphism ring. 
if A is infinite then, by Lemma 1.2, there is an infinite subset { ai 1 i E IN} C u and 
a sequence of homomorphisms fk : V,, , + Van with f 1 l l l f, f 0 for every n E hl . Since 
the fk are non-isomorphisms thus contradicts the Harada-Sai Lemma and hence A 
has to be finite. Cl 
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